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Aint That A Grand And Glorious Feeling?
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Chorus
When there's somebody who you can cool down to,

Who-oo? You-oo!
That's Who!

Words by
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Music by
MILTON ADER
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VERSE

Hello sunshine,
Am I glad she

said the word,
Sweetest word,
that I've heard

Some-one's fallen in love with me
Yes sir tickled am I an' how

I'm in love with some-one too
Love her too,

Will I let her out of sight
Not a day,
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I'm Walkin' On Air

I'm as happy as I can be when I look in her eyes and see the love that I can't resist.

I'm not a night, No sir, no one can steal her now.

CHORUS

walk-in' on air, I'm walk-in' on air, Since that certain party said I love you.

It ain't settled yet.

But I'm gettin' set. For that certain day When she'll say I
Why even rain looks like sunshine I'm so happy today
A cyclone could come along and blow me away
But I wouldn't care I'm walkin' on air
Since that certain party said

1 2
I love you I'm you

In Walkin' On Air-8
She Don't Wanna

Words by
JACK YELLEN

Music by
MILTON AGER

AFTER MODERATE

CHORUS
Oh, if she won't be as nice as she used to be, We'd cheer up with our song, chorus.
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Ain't She Sweet?

Words by
JACK YELLEN

Music by
MILTON AGER

CHORUS
Ain't she sweet? See her coming down the street! Now I'll call her name.
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